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Abstract. The paper deals with the bending tests of new designed joints for bus skeletons. The frames 
of buses have to satisfy various demands, but the safety of the passengers is the priority. The actual 
welded joints should be replaced by new type of profiles connections in the future. Finite elements 
method was used for the bending test simulation and for the stress investigation; the real experiments 
were done using the universal test equipment ZD10/90. Obtained results are comparable, so authors 
aim to realize next experiments in next days at which other shapes of the joints will be tested. 

Introduction 

The bus is defined as the motor vehicle designed for the transport of more persons and their luggage. 
The designing  and  manufacturing  of  new  bus  is  a process  which  needs  large  number  of  
technical  labours  and  a great  consumption  time,  starting  from  designing  operation until full 
production process. Due to the high costs associated to the development of new vehicle models, 
computer simulations of vehicle dynamics become more and more important. While large 
multinational companies employ integrated design teams and the latest advances in computational 
technology and software using the economy of scale, many smaller companies are active in the design 
and construction of passenger buses according to local requirements and market specifications. 

By appropriate structural design and used materials it is necessary to guarantee, next-to other 
requirements, the safety of each passenger. Stress and fatigue analysis of vehicle structures, 
prediction of service life and improvement of design are becoming more important areas of research 
activity. The strength of the base frame has to meet the legislative requirements. The skeleton is tested 
for the side-overturning resistance. In spite of the strict specifications it is not necessary to realize the 
tests on the whole frame of the bus, but the legislative rule includes the equivalent tests that can be 
done on the part of the all-metal structure. [1,2]  

Problem definition  

There are many types of the buses in the world; they differ in various indicators such as the size, 
power and construction. The skeleton of investigated bus is created by steel profiles (Fig.1a,b) that 
are usually welded using Metal Active Gas method. The base material of square (or rectangle) 
profiles with hollow sections is the low-carbon steel 11 503 (STN 41 1503). The basic dimensions of 
the profiles are 40x40x80 mm, the wall thickness is 3 mm. 

The right position of the profiles during the welding process is ensured by means of the jigs. 
Actually, the circumferential weld is used for profiles connection, but it has to be next processed by 
grinding to keep the plane surfaces at two opposite sides, as it is shown in the Fig. 1c. It cause that the 
weld is diminished; its load capacity is reduced and so the fatigue cracks or ruptures originate. 
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        a) bus frame                         b) welded front panel           c) actual connection of the profiles  

Fig. 1 Actual bus frame with detail of welded profiles  

One of the eventual solutions of this problem consists in the replacement of some weld connection 
by the shape fasteners. The creation of these joints is possible thanks to the laser technology used at 
the material dividing that enables to create complex contours with high precision. [3,4] The example 
of new designed shape fastener (assembled and decomposed state) is in the Fig. 2.  

           
Fig. 2 New design of the shape fastener (assembled and decomposed state) 

The 3D connection of the profiles mentioned above was tested numerically using FEM method and 
also experimentally. 

Bending tests  

Numerical method. The designed joint was loaded by bending moment represented by the force on 
the arm. At the analysis used Finite elements method (FEM) the non-linear material behaviour was 
considered, big displacements and contact non-linearity. For linear analysis the elastic isotropic 
model was used. Non-linear analysis requires the definition of von Misses plasticity and the lower 
yield point (Rp0,2 = 370 MPa). [5,6,7] In the virtual environment of the computer the bottom profile 
was fixed, the top one was connected to the first component by means of the contact sets. The solution 
of this task required the mesh refinement in the contact area. The analysis was done in the software 
Cosmos Works that is the part of the software Solid Works.  

              
a)                                                                 b) 

Fig. 3 Dependency of reaction force on time and Von Misses stress at the force Fz = 6,9 kN 

In the Fig. 3a is presented the dependency of the reaction force (acts on the bottom component) on 
the time. It is clear from this graph that the reaction force is increasing until it doesn´t achieve the 
limit value followed by the loss of the stability and the load. The limit force can be deducted from the 
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graph, it is Folim = 6,96 kN. Figure (Fig. 3b) shows von Misses stress distribution in the last time step 
of the analysis at the force Fo = Fz= 6,9 kN. 
 
Experimental tests. Experimental bending tests were done due to the verification of the joint design 
and the numerical analysis results. At experiments the universal test equipment (shredder) ZD10/90 
was used. The tested assembly of profiles was positioned by means of the fixture. The loading force 
was activated by the equipment head in the given distance l = 66 mm. (Fig. 4)  

                

Fig. 4 Experimental bending test 

The process of the test and the results are interpreted by graph in the Fig. 5. There is plotted the 
dependency of the loading force on the displacement of head equipment. The first phase describes the 
head movement without application of load until it achieve with the tested sample. Then the force 
increases to maximum Fz = 6,401 kN. After overload the carrying capacity goes down, the force that 
is needed for the same displacement lowers and the tested sample is deformed, see the Fig. 5. 

                   

Fig. 5 Graph of the loading force and deformed tested sample 

Results and discussion 

The value of the investigated force obtained by FEM method was Folim = 6,96 kN and the force 
achieved by experimental method was Fz = 6,401 kN. The deviation between measures can be 
calculated on the base of following equation [8] 
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It can be said that the results are comparable but the value about 6,4 kN is not sufficient for real 
practice. It is clear that this type of connection is not to ensure against the biaxial moment of force, so 
the weld at minimal two opposite sides of profiles has to be made, as it is shown in the Fig. 6.  

Authors aim to realize next experiments at which other shapes of the joints and also welded 
profiles at opposite sides will be tested. 
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Fig. 6 Profiles welded at opposite sides 

Summary 

The design of the internal bus skeleton structure is the basis of typical bus development of the bus 
industry. It contains of framework of tubes with different cross sections, which arranged in specified 
shapes based on the design philosophy. This arrangement is used to be safe for occupants and to 
sustain the extreme conditions can be matched on the road. The bus body skeleton design represents 
the bottleneck stage within the industrial facility, which once completed successfully, the other 
company sectors starts to work either parallel or sequential. Thus, an acceleration of this process leads 
to a reduction of development time, which can be consequently transferred into money. In this way 
the industrial partner enhances its efficiency. Utilization of new connection, when it satisfies the 
safety regulations, should enable to reduce time of bus frame production in the future. [9] In spite of 
the fact that fasteners presented in the manuscript are not suitable for practical using, the tests and 
achieved results can be considered a first step to improve production efficiency. 
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